[New prospects in the assessment of the knee extensor complex with dynamic magnetic resonance].
Altered patellofemoral biomechanics may result in pain, instability and early involutive processes. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), with its panoramic capabilities, has proved to be an effective technique in the study of knee extensor complex changes. The diagnostic advantages of dynamic studies of patellofemoral kinetics are reported in the recent scientific literature. We investigated the diagnostic potentials of passive studies of the knee extensor complex with sagittal and axial cine MRI. Then, we developed and optimized an innovative study method overcoming the limitations of the other dynamic techniques for the correct assessment of patellofemoral biomechanics. We studied the knee with a .2 T permanent magnet dedicated to the limbs and acquired the images in different positions of flexion-extension with T1-weighted SE and T2-weighted GE sequences. We examined 21 healthy volunteers and 37 of 38 patients with anterior knee joint pain of suspected patellofemoral origin. All the images needed for dynamic studies were acquired in about 20 minutes. For the scan planes not to be affected by patellar motion in the different degrees of knee extension, it is necessary to acquire single axial images to be edited in cine motion afterwards. Each acquisition is aligned along sagittal reference planes depiciting always the same patellar aspect. Significant correlations were found between clinical and cine MR findings in 25 patients. In particular we depicted some extensor complex impingement conditions missed at conventional MRI, which clarified the role played by patellar dysplastic changes in cartilage microtraumas. Our technique was accurate, quite easy to perform and repeatable. We performed cost-effective dynamic studies which were useful in the evaluation of patients with anterior knee pain in whom conventional MRI had failed to provide enough information. Our technique differs from other passive or active dynamic studies reported on in the literature because the patellar volume does not change during acquisitions. This permits to decrease morphological changes and to simplify, on cine MR reconstructions, the specific analysis of patellofemoral dynamics during flexion-extension. Fewer morphological changes also mean a more accurate analysis showing the role of patellar dysplasia in cartilage microtraumas. Our dynamic MR protocol is accurate, easy to perform and to repeat; it allows dynamic studies in the patients with poor static MR findings.